
 Writing: Term 6 Week 3 – Animals  

Animation: ‘Monkey Symphony’ by ESMA 

https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key learning point: Dashes for parenthesis 

A dash looks like this –  

Parenthesis means extra information. I could use a relative clause to add extra 

information to my sentence. For example:  

Angrily, the young chimp bashed the keys of the piano with his clenched fist.   

(This is my main sentence. I can then add a parenthesis. I’m going to add extra 

information about the young chimp. As it is in the middle of the sentence, I 

must use two dashes.) 

Angrily, the young chimp – who had just been scolded by his teacher- bashed 

the keys of the piano with his clenched fist.    

 

Writing task: To create a persuasive poster. 

Description: The chimp brothers have decided to open their own business 

teaching other young chimps how to play the piano. They want to inspire the 

next generation of young chimps to be creative through music. Your task is to 

create a persuasive poster for the brothers to help them to persuade young 

talented chimps to learn to play the piano at their piano/music studio.  

Remember to include persuasive phrases, rhetorical questions, talk directly to 

the reader and use emotive language. 

https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html


Here is an example:  

Funky Chimp Studios 

Are you a funky young chimp? Are you looking for a way to express your 

creativity? Do you have a musical interest? Well, look no further! This is the 

place for you. At ‘Funky Chimp Studios’, we will provide a safe place for you to 

develop and practise your musical talents. Although we mainly specialise in 

pianos and keyboards, other musical instruments are welcome.  

 

 

 

 

The small price for an hour at ‘Funky Chimp Studios’ – which is a safe haven 

from those who would squash your musical talents – costs as little as £10. Here 

you are free to break the mould of those who came before you and become 

innovative musicians. We have a special 10% discount for new customers but 

hurry - this offer runs out at the end of this month! 

 


